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WHAT TO EXPECT FROM THIS PROGRAMME? 

With this programme you will have the opportunity to get to know the main 

and most typical neighbourhoods of Lisbon and the Belem area: 

-  Belém, with its monuments honouring the Discoveries historic period, the 

Belém Cultural Centre and the famous pastel de Belém. 

- Alfama, known for the Fado singing and its architecture that survived the 

1755 earthquake. 

- Mouraria, near the Castle of St. George home of Fernando Maurício and 

Mariza, two fado icons of Lisbon and Portugal. 

- Bairro Alto, with its matrix of parallel and perpendicular streets, it is a 

romantic place in town that combinations housing, shops, restaurants, bars, 

churches, squares and theatres. 

- Graça, with its magnificent view over the city. 

- You will also have the chance to enjoy a Tram ride in the heart of the city. 

We also give you also the possibility to appreciate a Lisbon by Night Tour (4 

hours) where you can see the most beautiful monuments in Lisbon from a 

different perspective as the sun goes down and they are illuminated by the city 

night lights.  

What do you mean by “Best Experience Suggestions” for the end 
of the day, Top Restaurants and Lisbon night life? 

Lisbon is a city full of life, where every day something new happens. On the 

other hand, we are proud “food lovers”, so we are keen to eat well and share 

our delicacies with our visitors. 

Keeping in mind our aim in providing the best experience to our customers we 

give you, without any direct financial return, suggestions about where you can 

relax at end the day, restaurants we have tried and which, in our opinion, offer 

the best dining experiences and the best spots in the city for those who want to 

live in first-hand the Lisbon movida. 

“DIP" INTO THE 

HEART OF LISBON 

With alleys, narrow streets 

and houses full of stories 

and friendly and warm 

people, Alfama, Mouraria 

are known for the Fado 

and the popular festivities 

of the city. 

The view from the Santa 

Luzia viewpoint makes us 

stand still and silent while 

we fall in love with one the 

most beautiful views of 

Lisbon. 

The Walking Tours 

through the 

neighbourhoods of Lisbon 

gives us the possibility to 

get to know up-close what 

makes this city a unique 

and exciting place to 

experience.  

 



“When I saw you I loved you long before. 

Again, I find you when I met you. I was 

born for you before there was a world. 

There is no happy thing or happy hour 

that I have had through life, which was not 

it, because I anticipated you, because you 

slept in it, future.” – Fernando Pessoa 

 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN REGULAR AND PREMIUM OPTIONS 

W: What can you get with the option premium? 

A: The Premium option this our program allows you to enjoy a Lisbon By Night Tour (4 hours) and gives you access to 

a greater number of Best Experience suggestions.  

P: Can we ensure you the quality of your experience in any of the selected options? 

R: Yes, with certainty. We only work with the best service providers in Lisbon to ensure the quality of our customer 

experience in any of the required programs or options. 

IMPORTANT REMARKS ABOUT THE PROGRAMME 

You will be have expert guides at your disposal who will accompany you throughout the programme. 

Each of the proposed Walking Tours will take a morning or an afternoon. You can make both walking tours on the 

same day or on separate days. 

The meeting point for Walking Tours will be the Rossio Square, next to the train station Restauradores. 

During the lunch hour you will be free to stroll at will in the historic center of Lisbon. If you wish we can give you 

suggestions for places where you can have lunch. 

For the Lisbon By Night Tour you will not need to travel. For your convenience we will meet you at your 

accommodation. 

STILL NEED MORE INFORMATION? NO PROBLEM 

Contact us at info@bestexperiencelisbon.com or fill the contact form in our site.  

Do not hesitate to talk to our team. We want to give you a true Best Experience in Lisbon. 
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